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INTRODUCTION

Judge Diane Wood provides, in her characteristically efficient prose, a thoughtful overview of the history of the Great Writ in service of a thesis that her essay otherwise fails to support. Judge Wood invokes Judge Henry Friendly’s classic article, *Is Innocence Irrelevant? Collateral Attack on Criminal Judgments*,¹ to suggest that the writ of habeas corpus should be expanded to allow federal courts to review the petitions of state prisoners who allege their actual innocence without otherwise identifying any violation of federal law in securing their convictions.² But that thesis cannot be squared with the proposal Judge Friendly championed in his article. Nor is it consistent with the limited jurisdiction of the federal courts. And Judge Wood’s essay fails to make the case for how her proposed expansion of the writ would work or whether it would even likely result in the grant of relief to a substantial number of prisoners whose innocence would otherwise go undetected. If anything, Judge Friendly’s case for *restricting* the writ remains compelling though unfulfilled.

I

Judge Wood advocates an expansion of the writ of habeas corpus to allow federal courts to review the petitions of state prisoners who allege their actual innocence without otherwise identifying any violation of federal law in securing their convictions. She argues that a claim of innocence “should
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stand at the top of the hierarchy of reasons for granting relief,” “well above” a claim that the state violated one of the procedural rights guaranteed to criminal defendants in the Bill of Rights. A “sensible treatment” of the issue, she maintains, would involve opening the door to a freestanding claim of innocence, but only if the prisoner satisfied “[a] clear and demanding threshold standard.” In her view, “[t]he rule of law itself demands no less.”

To make her case for expanding the Great Writ to allow freestanding claims of innocence, Judge Wood relies on an unlikely authority: Judge Friendly’s classic article advocating a significant restriction of the writ. A half-century ago, motivated by the “explosion of collateral attack” in federal courts, Judge Friendly endeavored to chart “the right road for the future.” That road involved eliminating collateral review for many claims of constitutional error by convicted prisoners, save for those claims involving a total breakdown of the criminal process, errors outside the record that cannot be corrected on appeal, procedures that forbid defendants to raise constitutional claims at trial, and retroactive constitutional rules of criminal procedure. Outside of those narrow circumstances, Judge Friendly proposed a new prerequisite for a prisoner’s federal petition: proof that the prisoner is innocent of his crime of conviction. As he put it, “convictions should be subject to collateral attack only when the prisoner supplements his constitutional plea with a colorable claim of innocence.”

Judge Friendly argued that endlessly revisiting criminal convictions has many negative consequences and for that reason “carries a serious burden of justification.” It undermines the educational and deterrent functions of the criminal law, poses great difficulties in accurately determining the facts long after the commission of the crime, and imposes a tremendous drain on public resources for vanishingly small rates of error correction. The ease with which prisoners may challenge their convictions also means that “the occasional meritorious application” is destined “to be buried in a flood of worthless ones.” And society has an interest in the finality and repose that come with an end to litigating the validity of a criminal judgment. In the light of those costs, Judge Friendly proposed requiring habeas petitioners to supplement their claims of constitutional error with proof of innocence, which “would enable courts . . . to screen out rather rapidly a great multitude
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of applications not deserving their attention and devote their time to those few where injustice may have been done.”

Judge Wood proposes something quite different from what Judge Friendly had in mind. Judge Wood suggests that freestanding claims of innocence be *added* to the many existing grounds for collateral relief. Judge Friendly proposed, in contrast, eliminating many existing grounds for collateral relief unless the prisoner could “supplement[ ]” his constitutional claim with a colorable claim of innocence. In short, Judge Wood has turned Judge Friendly’s proposal on its head.

Judge Wood suggests that it is “unclear” whether Judge Friendly endorsed a freestanding claim of innocence in collateral review as opposed to only a “gateway” claim of innocence. But Judge Friendly could not have been clearer that he viewed innocence only as a necessary prerequisite to habeas relief, not as a basis for relief in its own right. He insisted that a prisoner “supplement[ ]” his constitutional claim with a showing of innocence, making clear that both elements were required. He proposed granting relief only for “the kind of constitutional claim that casts some shadow of a doubt” on the defendant’s guilt. And he explained that there was “no sufficient reason for federal intervention on behalf of a state prisoner who raised or had an opportunity to raise his constitutional claim in the state courts, in the absence of a colorable showing of innocence.” Apart from a small class of grievous constitutional violations, Judge Friendly would have required proof of both a violation of federal law in securing a prisoner’s conviction and actual innocence as prerequisites for habeas relief.

Judge Friendly’s article asked whether innocence was irrelevant, not whether constitutional error was irrelevant. Indeed, Judge Friendly’s goal of “halting the inundation” of federal-habeas petitions makes sense only if we understand his proposal for proof of innocence as serving a gatekeeping function. As Judge Wood acknowledges, creating a freestanding claim of innocence would increase the risk “that hordes of prisoners would raise frivolous claims of innocence, and that the courts would drown” in the flood of petitions—the very problem Judge Friendly sought to remedy.
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II

Judge Wood’s proposal is also in deep tension with the limited jurisdiction of federal courts. Although her core premise is that actual innocence “[s]urely . . . should stand at the top of the hierarchy of reasons for granting relief, even at such a late stage as a collateral petition,” she never explains how federal courts possess that authority. As courts of limited jurisdiction, federal courts possess only the power that arises from the Constitution and federal statute. And neither the Constitution nor federal law empowers the federal courts with the right to grant writs of habeas corpus on the basis of innocence alone.

Support for a right to habeas relief because of actual innocence cannot be found in the Constitution itself. Although the Constitution secures a right to habeas corpus through the Suspension Clause, Judge Friendly explained that “the writ protected by the suspension clause is the writ as known to the framers.” And as he explained, a “fundamental principle[ ]” of habeas corpus at the founding was that “once a person had been convicted by a superior court of general jurisdiction, a court seized of a habeas petition could not go behind the conviction for any purpose other than to verify the jurisdiction of the convicting court.” In other words, the “general rule” was that “a conviction and sentence by a court of competent jurisdiction is lawful cause of imprisonment, and no relief can be given by habeas corpus.” Unsurprisingly, then, the writ provided in the Judiciary Act of 1789 did not benefit “persons Convict or in Execution.” It cannot be said that imprisoning a factually innocent person after a full and fair trial violates the Constitution when the Suspension Clause was originally understood to not afford habeas relief to prisoners convicted by a lawful process in a court with competent jurisdiction.

Nor can the authority for a freestanding claim of innocence be found in any federal statute. Although Congress has long empowered federal courts to grant habeas relief after a state court has convicted a prisoner, federal law allows relief only on “the ground that [a petitioner] is in custody in violation of the Constitution or laws or treaties of the United States.” So imprison-
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ing an innocent person after a full and fair trial would justify habeas relief only if the judgment of conviction and sentence violated federal law.

Although Judge Wood describes “convicting one who is actually innocent” as a “foundational error,” she admits that the Supreme Court has not so ruled. As she acknowledges, the Supreme Court has only “assume[d], for the sake of argument,” that executing an innocent defendant after a full and fair trial would be unconstitutional. But this assumption is a shaky foundation on which to rest a broader federal right. Not only has the Supreme Court never held that executing an innocent person violates the Constitution, it has never even suggested that imprisoning an innocent person after a full and fair trial would do so. Indeed, for over a century, the Supreme Court has distinguished a petitioner’s guilt or innocence from whether a constitutional violation led to his punishment.

Perhaps recognizing the dearth of support for actual-innocence challenges to imprisonment, Judge Wood suggests that Congress could “tweak” existing law to allow for her proposal. But she skips over another necessary premise to her position: that Congress enjoys the power to do so. Needless to say, creating a new federal claim for habeas relief based on innocence alone would be controversial. Congress, of course, cannot create new constitutional rights where none exist. And Judge Wood does not otherwise
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explain how Congress, through its enumerated powers, has the authority to legislate on this subject.

III

Judge Wood makes a bold proposal: that federal courts or Congress should depart from years of practice and precedent to provide state prisoners whose convictions were obtained by fair processes another opportunity to establish their innocence in federal courts. But she neither explains how this new claim would work in practice nor makes the case that this new claim would provide relief to a substantial number of prisoners. Of course, Judge Wood’s proposal has normative appeal: no one wants to see an innocent person convicted. Fortunately, existing processes already guard against that result, and Judge Wood does little to explain why more guards are necessary.

Judge Wood does not address the single most important aspect of an actual-innocence claim—the remedy. What remedy should be afforded to a state prisoner with a successful claim of actual innocence? Several Justices posed that question in Herrera, but Judge Wood provides no answer. Her answer likely depends on which standard courts adopt to evaluate these claims, another question about which she avoids expressing an opinion. But these questions must be answered before Judge Wood’s solution can be accepted.

Judge Wood also fails to make a persuasive case that a substantial number of state prisoners would even benefit from being allowed to raise a claim of actual innocence. In short, she offers no proof that providing state prisoners a habeas remedy for actual innocence would solve a real problem. To be sure, Judge Wood references 2471 “exonerations” since 1989, the low presidential-pardon rate, and the short statute of limitations to bring a federal-habeas claim. But none of those facts support the need for a freestanding claim of actual innocence.

Take the 2471 “exonerations.” Not all of these so-called “exonerations” involve “actual innocence.” Although I did not explore all of these cases, a quick review reveals some convictions that were vacated because a court ruled that the prisoner had ineffective assistance of counsel. That is, the court did not pass on the guilt or innocence of the prisoner but concluded only that
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the prisoner’s counsel was deficient in some respect—a classic problem of fair process.

For example, one alleged exoneration involved a defendant accused of “molesting one of his female students more than [sixty] times.” The girl testified at his first trial that the defendant “fondled her at virtually all of her lessons.” After trial, the defendant obtained new counsel who argued that his trial counsel failed to present an adequate defense by not offering character witnesses or securing a psychological evaluation. The state court granted a new trial for those reasons. The district attorney then dismissed the charge only because the victim refused to testify again. Indeed, the defense attorney admitted that the dismissal did not establish his client’s innocence.

In another contested case, a defendant was convicted of raping an eight-year-old girl. Over twenty years later, the girl recanted, but medical evidence and other witnesses contradicted her recantation. Although the state chose not to retry him after a new trial was ordered, a judge denied him state compensation because he had not satisfied his “burden of proving actual innocence.”

Another of the alleged “exonerations” illustrates the difficulty of evaluating the evidence decades later. A federal district court granted the writ to a state prisoner after finding that the prisoner carried his burden to overcome procedural default by establishing actual innocence and his burden to prove a constitutional error by establishing a *Brady* violation. The Fifth Circuit affirmed the grant of relief over a sharp dissent. And the state, adamantly maintaining its belief in the defendant’s guilt, then dropped the charges only because “of missing witnesses and the loss of crucial evidence.” The district
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56 Matt Sledge, *John Floyd, Once a Lifer at Angola, to Have Murder Case Dropped, Orleans DA Says*, New Orleans Advoc. (Nov. 20, 2018), https://www.nola.com/article_8322032-4cbb-5323-b61-d55d5b7b000.html; see also *In re Allen*, 366 S.W.3d 696, 708 (Tex. 2012) (observing that the prosecutor only dismissed the charges because of “the destruction . . .
attorney expressed frustration that a federal court “ha[d] replaced the finding of the experienced [state] judge who was the finder of fact when the evidence was freshest, and who was in the courtroom 35 years ago to personally evaluate the credibility of the defendant’s concocted alibi.”

My quick review of the data on which Judge Wood relies also uncovered that many of the “exonerated” prisoners received relief from state courts, not federal courts. Again, I did not review all 2471 cases, but from my experience you could blindly throw a dart at this list and odds are you would hit a state prisoner whose conviction was vacated through state processes. My experience is unsurprising when you take into account that less than one percent of all noncapital federal-habeas petitions filed by state prisoners are granted each year. That so many “exonerated” state prisoners receive relief from state courts suggests that state courts are already doing a fine job at ferreting of all physical evidence, the death of one fact witness, the failing memory of another fact witness, and the effect of the passage of time . . . on the memory of other fact witnesses and the health of yet other surviving witnesses”;

57 Heather Nolan, Orleans DA Moves to Vacate 1982 Murder Conviction, Dismiss Case Against John Floyd, Times-Picayune (Nov. 20, 2018), https://www.nola.com/news/crime_police/article_dcee04d8-6614-5f1e-8e23-47c11034d222.html; see also Herrera v. Collins, 506 U.S. 390, 391 (1993) (“[T]he passage of time only diminishes the reliability of criminal adjudications.”); McCleskey v. Zant, 499 U.S. 467, 491 (1991) (“[W]hen a habeas petitioner succeeds in obtaining a new trial, the “erosion of memory” and “dispersion of witnesses” that occur with the passage of time . . . diminish the chances of a reliable criminal adjudication.” (quoting Kuhlman v. Wilson, 477 U.S. 436, 453 (1986))); Friendly, supra note 1, at 147 (“The longer the delay, the less the reliability of the determination of any factual issue giving rise to the attack. . . . Moreover, although successful attack usually entitles the prisoner only to a retrial, a long delay makes this a matter of theory only.”).
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out those “actually innocent” prisoners. This general statistic does little to support an argument that the existing processes for evaluating claims of actual innocence are insufficient.

Judge Wood also cites the “grim” statistics on presidential clemency as evidence that clemency provides an insufficient avenue of relief for innocent state prisoners. But the President can grant clemency only to federal prisoners. The President has no power to pardon state prisoners. So the “grim” presidential pardon statistics are of no concern to federal collateral review of state convictions.

Fortunately, the statistics for state clemency are not as “grim.” For example, sixteen states “frequent[ly] and “regular[ly]” grant pardons, which means these states have “a regular pardon process with a high percentage of applications granted (30% or more).” Indeed, Alabama and Georgia ordinarily grant more than 500 pardons annually. Connecticut too grants over 500 pardons annually. And three of the top five states with prisoners currently sentenced to death are among the sixteen states that “frequently and regularly” grant pardons. That many states have a robust clemency program undermines the need for the creation of a freestanding federal claim of innocence.

In addition to clemency, many states also afford other protections to guard against the continued imprisonment of innocent prisoners. For example, all states have enacted statutes that allow postconviction DNA testing in
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certain circumstances.69 “[A]ll states have enacted statutes which allow for motions for new trials based on newly discovered evidence,” and some allow for newly discovered evidence to “serve as grounds for post-conviction relief.”70 Some states have even begun allowing prisoners to raise freestanding claims of actual innocence on collateral review.71 These additional safeguards again suggest that few, if any, state prisoners would even benefit from the creation of a new federal claim of innocence.72

Finally, Judge Wood’s concern that evidence of a state prisoner’s actual innocence may not be easily obtainable and can “take[ ] much longer than the one-year period given by the statute” does not support the need for a freestanding claim of innocence.73 The Supreme Court and Congress have already addressed this issue. As Judge Wood acknowledges,74 the Supreme Court allows a petitioner to overcome the limitations bar so long as he proves that he “pursued his rights diligently” and that “some extraordinary circumstance” prevented timely filing.75 “[A] credible showing of actual innocence” also suffices to overcome the limitations bar.76 Similarly, the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act permits the filing of a second or successive petition where “the factual predicate for the claim could not have been discovered previously through the exercise of due diligence” and those facts “establish by clear and convincing evidence that, but for constitutional error, no reasonable factfinder would have found the applicant guilty.”77 Judge Wood does not explain why these mechanisms are insufficient to protect a prisoner who belatedly uncovers new evidence.
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Judge Wood proposes that the federal courts and Congress deviate from the original purpose of the Great Writ and many years of practice. Before adopting such a significant change, we should expect there to be evidence of a significant problem. But Judge Wood offers no such evidence. If anything, Judge Friendly’s case for restricting collateral review for convicted prisoners remains compelling but unfulfilled.

Judge Friendly suggested that the “proverbial man from Mars” would be shocked to learn that “the one thing almost never suggested on collateral attack is that the prisoner was innocent of the crime.”78 And Judge Wood offers no evidence that claims of innocence in collateral review are increasing. If the 7500 applications for postconviction relief filed the year before Judge Friendly wrote his article were beyond an “inundation,” “what is the right word for” the more than 22,000 applications filed last year?79 Like most federal-habeas petitions filed by state prisoners, Judge Wood’s proposal should be denied.
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